
A-215.01
Building Area: (sf)
2,242 SF

Cost per Square Foot: 
$162/SF

Construction Cost
$365,000

Date of Completion:
January 2020

Program Summary:
Located on the outskirts of the French Quarter, is an intimate 1835 
brick creole cottage turned bar and restaurant.

Program Statement:
The main entry to the restaurant pulls patrons through the slate tiled 
alley to the rear, revealing a brick walled courtyard lined with citrus 
trees, a treasured feature of the French Quarter. A ramp and raised 
courtyard create accessibility to the building while forming intimate 
spaces within the open environment.

Within the cottage is a prominent, dark wood-stained historic bar 
from the northwest that was disassembled, transported, and pieced 
together by a local miracle worker. This piece served as the design 
inspiration for the remainder of the space. The addition of historic 
elements like light fixtures hanging from the wood framed structure 
with new features like the wood and brass bar rail crafted by local 
metal workers serve as a separation of space. 

By hugging the service spaces on the exterior walls, patrons weave 
through the cottage to the intimate lounge and bar. The reworked 
stair accommodates modern day code and creates a seamless flow 
to the upper dining area, which features a small bar, exposed wood 
roof rafters and original wood floors.



A-215.02
PROJECT  BACKGROUND

Dating back to 1835, this double 
brick Creole cottage is the sole 
reminder of what was a 19th century 
a row of multiple similar cottages. 
The service building collapsed in the 
late 1950s due to neglect.

The historic character of the existing 
structure was retained during the 
renovation, and improvements 
included a new ramp, stairs, gate, 
and exterior lighting.



A-215.03
PROJECT APPROACH 

The name, originating from the 
1850s, was a New Orleans bar on 
Gravier Street.  Here, the flamboyant 
owner Joseph Santini first made the 
Brandy Crusta, now the featured 
drink of the restaurant. 

The design utilizes the essence of 
the historic cocktail to breathe an 
atmosphere of Old New Orleans 
dining into the renovation of the 
small 2,242 SF cottage.



A-215.04
SPATIAL ARRANGEMENT  

Due to the limited square footage, 
each area was carefully planned and 
placed to move occupants through 
the building. 

Patrons are led down an exterior 
corridor to the rear of the building 
where they are welcomed with a lush 
and spacious courtyard and the 
entry to the restaurant. 

Service spaces hug the exterior 
walls and weave patrons to the front 
of the building where the bar and 
dining area is located.  This 
configuration allows the occupied 
spaces to take full advantage of the 
four (4) historic doors and full width 
of this creole cottage. Patrons can sit 
and watch passersby on the street.



A-215.05
DINING AREA 

Joseph Santini was a flamboyant 
barman, as were his drinks. The 
intention was to harness Santini’s 
energy into the playful and bold use 
of color and finish within the space. 

The built-in pieces create a sense of 
space within the room and separate 
the service area from the dining area 
without limiting the space. Views into 
the kitchen allow patrons to 
participate in the energy of the dining 
experience. 



A-215.06
CUSTOM MILLWORK 

With such a small footprint, the goal 
was to maximize seating while also 
maintaining an intimate environment. 

Small, intimate spaces were created 
by incorporating millwork pieces that 
function in multiple capacities.  The 
bar rail and banquette allow for 
casual bar encounters to occur on 
one side and intimate dining on the 
other. 



A-215.07
SPATIAL ORGANIZATION 

The existing two-story cottage was 
built with brick front and rear walls 
and wood siding on the opposite 
walls. Originally, two stairs with 
winders lead upstairs, but the 
renovation called for a new code 
compliant stair. 

Fitting the new stair was complex 
and it became necessary to alter the 
exposed roof structure for head 
clearance.  The stair hugs the 
exterior window creating a focal 
point from the courtyard. 

Credit: Client

Credit: ClientCredit: Architect 



A-215.08
INTIMATE COURTYARD 

A ramp to the rear entry creates a 
seamless entry sequence for all 
patrons, including those with 
disabilities.

The ramp allows for an  interesting 
moment to create a raised dining 
area and planter.  This gives the 
courtyard dimension and creates 
pockets of intimate dining spaces.

Credit: ClientCredit: Client

Credit: Adore Magazine



A-215.09
SPATIAL ORGANIZATION 

On the first floor the main dining 
area is divided into two sections 
separating the bar and the dining 
space. The built-in banquette 
provides separation and visually 
divides the area without loss of 
overall space.  

Guests ascend to the second floor 
and enter the private dining space 
where they are met with exposed 
roof rafters, wood tambour 
wainscoting, and built ins holding a 
plethora of pickled vegetables 
waiting for their debut on the menu. 

The space remains largely open to 
create a nicely sized private dining 
area for events with a small service 
bar.



A-215.10
HISTORIC FOCAL POINT  

The space features a dark stained 
back bar that dates to 1880s 
London. 

The bar was relocated to the 
northwest during its lifetime, and it 
was there that the owners fell in love 
with its detail and grandeur. It was 
purchased, disassembled, 
transported, and pieced together by 
a local miracle worker.  

The piece now serves as a backdrop 
to the cozy dining and bar.



A-215.11
INTERIOR EXTERIOR 
CONNECTION

Due to the small square footage, the 
bathrooms are unisex with a shared 
lavatory. This allows for more 
dedicated space in the main public 
areas.  

The window serves as the perfect 
focal point for the sink with a mirror 
mounted on the exterior brink wall 
which creates a playful relationship 
with the interior and exterior.
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